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Il~UODUOTIOli 

It is well-known that l>then a progressive plsme 

· acoustic wave travels in a med.1um, rafleotion occurs if there 

is allY d.iseontinuity in tl1e cmractsr:Lstic impedance of the 

medium 't..rhich is defilied as the product oi' the acoustic wave 

pl1ase velocity V'p and density f or too mediutn. Several 

authors (D~tnagar 1964; Gaur & Soxena 1970; Ql1d Saxena & Gaur 

1969) have suggested tl1at this idea. may be utilised: as a 

plasm.'l diagnostic techniqu~. The exper:lmental techuiqua and 

the results }'!.ave been t~eported by Saxena and Gf~u:r (1969), 

(ttaur & Saxena 19'70 and Saxena·~ Srurena, 1974). In tl1eir> 

experiment, transmission of a plat1e . acoustic l-tave froru air 

tr1to losslesa plaama and into air again has been studied. 1:nJ.e 

to reflections at the boundaries the. transmitted waves \•?ere 

found to be attenuated.. The o.ependence of attenuation on the 

phase velocity of acoustic t-rave in a fully ionised plasma 

oan be obtained. theore·tiaally r~nd ae VJ.:rt the phase velocity 
'12.. . 

i.s[~l\ (T~-t-Tc)/ryJ (Surdil'l l962 a, b; and Bhatt1aga.:r et al, l97l), 



the eleotro11 temperature can be ealcula.tea. by assuming 

~ :.=: :e1, '\·rhere T ia the gas temperature from the maaanreit 

valtles of attenuation., 

O.:Bhatnagar {1004) ha$. alao propos~d a method by "t>rliioh 

ion and electron temperature can he obtained by studying 

:reflect tons att plasma air interfaces at frequencies l1el<M and 

above the electron plasmn frequency. 
1 ', •• ' 

.. In ~ll th~ above t1wore~1cal descriptions .. the. case of 

fullY. ionized. plaa~ haa baeu o~nsid~red. But if the 1ouiza-
.' 

tion is lveak as in . the CfHJe in ortl1nary laboratory p:l-asmn the 
I < • • \ • ' 

theo~y should .be modified by tt-ro major 'rnctors : (a.) due to 

the pl"aa~nce of large neu·tral bach:ground. the expression of the 
' ' ' ' ' ( 

phase velocity or ion W:;}.Ve obtrdnod earlier \·t:11l be modified; 

ana (b) since the e~st:J_city of' the ion species. greatly 

dii'fers.t'rom that of t~9.neutral particle apeeies, the w~ve in 

. a weakly icmiaed plasma cannot be deser1bE;Jd by waves having a 
· · chctp-1-.e.l"' 

aingl~ propag~tion oo:nstant. The purpose of the present I\~ 

is to obtain theoretioally a rel~tion between tha 1ncidenae ana 

transmitted pr~aoure "'ave amplitudes considering the above tviO 

fac·tors into account. 

:fHEOEY 

Acoustic vJave ,Eguation in a Hea~tl: Ionize~ Gas ... In 

the previous,chapter (and also Ghosal & Sen 1976) the wave 



equation has been obtained in tf-:rrms of the total macroscopic 

pressure psrturlJation of the cl1..q;rge particle species. In 

obtaining the equatiol1 1t liDs be{m assumed that the .neutral 

particles remain at rest and give rise only to an effective 

frictional force to the ion flUid. It can easily be seen 

that '!Bhe waves are a:ffectively carried by ions only. The 

phase velocity VP of .these \i!avas (ce.llf.~d the_ ion-acoustic 

'\.:aves) has been . obta in.ea as 

••• (A) 

where Ypa has l.>eet1 deftued a.o the plasma-neutral collision 

frequency. ~-!hen an acoustic t:1ave impit1ges ou a weakly 

ionized plasma· it is e:::.:pacted that a portion of the perturba• 

tion ·will be taken up by the io:t1s only giving rise to the so 

aall.ed ion· atJoustic waves e:nd the rest will 'be. taken up 'by 

the tleut:»al particles only, 'lrthich '\-Tould give rise to. an 

. ordinary a.couatlc mode. 

In t)lOSe experiments (in conneetion with plasma 

diagnostics) where both the e~citation and the reception of 
the acoustic wave are done by th~ ·transducers, tha importance 

of the knowledge of the total pressure parturb!at1on in the 

plasma becomes evident· since there is no Hay to sol"t out tl1e 

ion-aoous·tic mode from the· total wave 'l-.rith the help of 

transducers. 



In obtaining the ~ave equ&tion in terms of the total 

pressure perturbation ir.1 a weakly ionised. plasma the follt»'1ng 

major assumptions ,,fill be made : 

(1) The plasma is composed of noD-interacting ion and 

neutral particle fluid only. · 

, (2). T.he pr•esnnee, of the elactrQstatie restoring 
/-. . . 

!'orcf:a· on. ion fluid and. the e~'f.ect of the interaction of' ions 

a11d electrons with neutral particles will effectively augment 

the tamperuture of the ion tluids to a value given by 

_, 
I . 

L 

2. (Ti + Te) 
\ ;- J 1 + -vp~ jtv'l. 

vrhich ia apparent from equation (A). 

Let Pi, ui and n1 l"epresent the small d~virt t ion or fluio. 

:pressure, fluid velocity and particle density respectively 

from their respective q11iescent values fol'" ion i'lut<ls and the 

corresponding· quantities \·lith suffix 'a'. represent the same for 

ueutral pa.1~ticle fluid; the linea.rised hydrodynamic equation 

1n terms of tho perturbed variable for a d.riftless plasma in 

absm1ce of eleet:r•i.c nnd magnetic field can be written as, 

1Bquat1tm of motion' i.e., 
~ 

'»1 . 11. . 
1 to 

(} ui. 
a t 
~ 

gUo- :: - \1 Pa.. 
o i 



, 

·•n:quatiou of oont1nuity • 1.e. 1 

~ oht_ 
?L i.o \7. U.L - ' - ) 'd-t 

~ 

'Yl Glo '\J.Uo... - - 0 it£\ . -
o'= ) 

and 

'Equation of state• ,t.e., 

where Hiot. na.ot tai and· ma are· ·the quiescent values ~f ion 

density, neutral particles density ion mass and·nautralma.ss 

respectively. The t:oll_O'I:Fing mac:roacopic VfiiT<iables will be 

defined as ;-
...J _l ~ 

(l) Total fluid momentum : Po U = """-t. nl.o 1-t L -t '>'Y\c...'Y\l\.o '-'l12. 

where f 0 = ')"Y\ ..e. Y\ o-.o ;- M i.. "Y1 L 0 

(2) Total-fluid pressure : p = Pi + Pa 

(3) Ion flux 
~ ~ 

: 31 ::: nio 1.t1 

~ 

(4) Neutral pa.r·ticle fln .. "'t : 3s = 
-'I -'I ~ 

(B) :total fln.1d fiuj;; e j '= J1 + 3a 

......... --Irl terms of thl,';l nm.; variables u. and j ana using all 

the above equatio:n3 Olle · C<il!l arrive at; the following equations ; 

••• (8.1) 

••• (8.2) 



o•• (8.,3) 

p = p L ~ P·~. .. ... 
. ' 2. ' 

where,· 'vl. · = 

In terms of the above 
1 
five equations (B.l to 8.5) - ~ u, j, Pi and Pa. may. be ellninated .and. the l>~ave equation. irl 

terms of the tota.l pressure • p' can be ol-,tainad as : 

••• (8.6) 

. -i.(~t-Ax) 
Assuming p = .e. be a solution of the wave 

I 

equation (equation S.E.l.) one gets tl1a requtred d.ispersto~ 

relation bettmen tha propagatio11. constant ?( and the 

excitation frequency &b ·as : 

~ 2. 4 ( 2. 'l.) 'l. ']_, 4 Vt_ Vo.. ?(- Vi_ +Vo.._ W 'l, +LJ =.o .. 

qr ex).- w~/vt) ('X'-- '-"/v:_) = 0 .· .. 



and 

tvro roots given by, 

w'lA .J.. 
/ Vt. 

Thus the ao~tt1on of equation (8.6) 7 representing a wave 

propagating iu the positive direction.for a particular_ 

excitation frequency, 1a given by 

i. ( wt -?<.(.X ) L (w t - «"}(o.. 'X) 
~ = p LC ~ + ?o..o ..e ••• 

I 

(~.7) 

The solution consists oi' t'ltlo modes of '\vaves; ona is carri.ed by 

ion fluid and the other is carried by the neutral particle 

fluid. The solution of p can be viewed as if 1t repre~ents 

the sum of pat•tial pressure of ion fluid \tlave ana neutral 

particle "1ave if they \ete:r.~e considered. separately. 

Malting use of the above idea we shall n~1 consider the 

tra.nsmisaion of a plane t::tcou.stic '!Arnve from one medium through 

a second il1to a third medium, l'.rhere the initial and final med.ia::1 

are the same (neutral gas medium) az1d. t'he m:iddle medium is a 

weakly ionized plasma. medium through i?hich t1-;o modes of acoustic 

"raves can propagate as shot·m in the precetl.ing seeticn. 



An experimental arrangement ic71lich '\;10U.ld ·simu.lat$. the 

abova situation is .. shown in Pig. 8.1 ... 

represent two eharp boundaries (Fig. 8.2) '..rhich separnte; 

· meditlm (2) from medium (l) and (3) a.nd let medium (2) eQhaist 
i' 

of t';'o fluids namely i'lttid •a • anc1 fluid. 'll 1 • 'He def'in~ the 

follov:rtng quantities : 

I . \ ~ A i ( tu t- ~, -x) ' .; 
·' l,Pt!r- 1-e . 

. . - ri.(L)(:-"X,x) representing -inoident and r:~lected. 

and 

and 

( ~"b" ) i ~ 13 I :R._ I wave in med:b.un 
- '<\. (wt-rx_cl) 

(pk)2o..::: A2.a. e. · representi-ng transmitted ai~u. 
, - · \ (wt- 'Xe;._x) · 

(P .... )2 o..-=- B2.~· · 17efleetad t<rave in fluid 'a' of: 
med:1um (2). 

-A. ~(w~-rx~) . 
( ~.(:) ::1- b-=- 2.b ..e • rv r:. ) repl .. eaenting transmitted a;n,d. 

_. . 1.. (cut- Ab'X. . 

(Prr-)
2

b-:. T:>i.b -e reflected '\>rave in fluid 'b' 
of medium (2)~ 

- i [ U) t -'X~(-:c-J.)] 
(p;t') 3 := A;/2... · · representing the transtnitted tvave 

fl 
Pa 
P'b 

Cl 

cb 

= 

--
= 

= 
--
::: 

density of mell:!um 

density of fluid 

density ot :fluid 

ph3ae velocity of 

phase velocity of 

ph£1se velocity or 

in medium (3)., 

(1) and. U3) 

•a • 

•b• 
acoustic t,rave in med.ia 

aaoust:to wave in fluid 

acoustic wa.ve in fluid 

f... ::: distance l>et""tveen the tHo boundary planes. 

(l) and (3) 

•a• 
ib( 



- ~ - - ~ The pressure amplitude n1, Aafu B2a.' Asbt D2b and J\3 

are in general complex, which take into account any ehan~e of 

phase due to refloetio:n and t:ransmissicn1• To o'trtain a re:la.tion . . . 
. ' . ' ·. 

between A1 and Ag \1e shall use the follot,riug boum1.a.:ry· 

conditions (Kinsler & Frey 1909}: 

· 1) acoustic presaure.a on two sides o£ any bom1da.ry· are 

equal; and 

2) the particle velooi ties normal to the interfacr~ are 

equal. 

Asstiming ·tmt the. first boundary plane \~S sit~ tea; at. 

X = o, the boundary condi·tion of uo:nt1nuity of' pressttre at. 

X ::: 0 

.• •. • (8.8)" 

continuity conditions of particle velocity give 

S1mil~:n,.ly at x = t, the cond.1t1ons of continuity of 

presau.re give 



'•' 

Cont:lnuity of particle velocity gives 

(8.11) 

The above six relations (equations 8.8 to B.ll) can be written in 

a mtri~.form as 

r-

l l -1 -1 ul -1 Al 0 

... 
l -1 ... zla 0 Zla 0 Bl 0 

-·Za.b 0 0 0 1 -1 Zab · J\2a 
= • ~. (8.12) 

... .... - -0 0 ~ b a b ~~b A3 

- -0 0 ,~ tt 
Lila. 0 l•Z1aa. 0 ~a 

A. .i>.3 

.... ""' ... -0 0 a -.Za.bb .. a Za0b n,.,o 0 
"'' 

;.;here Zla. = r,c, I fa. Co_ 

$:Ud Za.b t::l Fo__ Co._ I fb c b 

- .. l_rxi 
and. e = a ana a a = 1 

Vrom equaticm (8.ll~) B.11 l2at ~~btt fig61 and ~b oan be alimi

na·ted using Criuner • s I'llle and tlle relation between A l and A.3 

· is obtained as t 



0.. + ct_ b + b o..t_ +b 
Qb 

( (l: -· o0 t I Ct 0 -7: 1.. +a.. 
\o.. o...\:l 

( Q -a..) -l (b--b) 
o...b la.b ( b-a..) 

A oz.:, - AI -
-'2. -I . -:Z.a.b0:-z,o._}-t-1 

(1-+ -t,a._)(~"'ra.) ( b -T b) a.;i;._\o 0-+ 1. ,o.) + b 

( (\ - o._) lo..~o(b- b) :Co..b (b-o...) 
: U Aj (say.) --- (8.13} 

:\.
1.he reh·ition ·(equation 8. ~3) contains the informe.tion about 

the phase a:ml absolute am"?litnde or the ·transMitted '.;ave :!n · 

llha absolute amplitude is giver1 1>y, 

- \. 2 \ .A 3 · :: __ 

where s~ is complex conjugate to s. 

aiBCUSSION 

(a) ~!ea~emept Qf El~tr§m Temperntnre .. If ,.,e consider 

tbat tbe fluid •a• represents the background neutral·po.rticle 

fluid and the fluid •b• represents' the charge part~cle fluids 

or simply im1 fluids, we may write PD = PL = oC P1 whe_re 
' . . 

a x 100 is the percentage of ionization and 

I -<X' 
) 

. ~ 8/ C - ·v - r R. r. . c b = v . ::: v ""' r ~x 'c: r- ,.,- - "J t b -
"'- 'l'V\ "rl'\ 

fo-.b -
\- c( 

o< 
~ 

~-· ""f.' 
L 



and. 

Thus it is seeil that the coefficient s of equation {8.13) 

conto.ins the parameters, 

frequency. Thus measuriug the attenuation and 
, A I 

e( a.n(1 the gas 'temperatttres T, T:t can be cal<!tt.lated.. If the 

gaa 1a too rarii'tea. so that 'Y,.~ < ( l.) 2:-. e.~ a Ti 1s simply 

g1v~n by·~e•. Thns for a rarefied gas the process of measure

ment of the elaGtron. tempera1a;~.re seems to b~ straightfortvarc1, 

but 1n. genera.~ tva have to tc,ke all account of the effect of 

~A.; • ~~is given by (Ghosal & Sen 1976)VP"-=-~"'+ :: ~o.. t>ihere 

~ and ~o.....- are ·the effective electron neutral aml ion-neutral 
12e... 

aollisiou frequencies. In terms of mean free paths, ~o..... is 

give11 by 

.lif the collision cross-sacttous are assumed independent of 

particle anergies aud a.re knot":n beforehand, the mean free paths 

A and ./\te... cnn 'be calculated. in terms of gas pressure and 
:eo..- . . . . . 

collision oross~soctions. · Thus, from the knowledge of !r{, \l:e 

can be determine a. ·In any case ho:t-:ever, it ·is necessary to 

litnow the percentage of ionization ( .(X 100~5). 

It is no\v wor·~hvrh11e to mf:-n·t:too at this stage that for 

ordinary laboratory gl~~,;: a.ischarge plnsma the ionization is 

\ 



normally so '"ea.k that the major part oi' the acoustic pow:~r :ts 

drawn by the nsutral particles and according t.o a numerical 

estimation it is obse.rvea. that' the amount of attenuatioltl due 

to reflect ion. of the~ so:nic· wave at the iut(n~·races ahoul<l be 

very small for very Heak ionization. The present authol" · 

belit:;ves trot attenuatiO!l obse:rved by other authors oent1oned 

earlier should. ·he attributed to the effect of energy t:riansi'el" 

trorn electrons to neutral pcrticles as observed by Ishida and 

Ideha.ra (19'73) whose investigations have been discussea in 

Chapter I. 

(b) Oseilla~ory,_!~·~!!ltl:£.~,P..t ~!!@ •• A .. t~~m!Q.~i.Q.~ .. sinc:fl the 
. · · . t'Xo..L . L 'X t 

coe£f1c1ent contains the terms like a·= e and b.=~ ~ 

, the atte:m.'l.at~ions as in the fully ioni~ed case are expftioted to 

be an oscillatory f'nnet1.on ·of 6!> tmd 1, thB lengtl'l of the plasma 

slab. This has been expel"imentally verified by Ga.ur end. 

&.u~ena (l.Sf?O) aml explain~d considering the plasmn to be fully 

1o:a1aad.. In the l~tter case the oscillatory nature cen be 

e:~:plainea in terms of the interferi9nc~ of: the inctd.eJ!lt and 

reflected \,)'aves, but in. the weakly ionifJed case another inter ... 

i'er~;.l!:nce effect resulting from the propagation of: tt-.ro mo~:1es of 

~¥aves v.ri thin plasma (as explained earlier.) also takes pl€.'l.ae. 

(o) In 

the present analysis the attenuat-ion o:t' acoustic wa-.;es td .. thin 

the plasma itself has been uegleotec1 'becan.se, the coefficient 

or att;enusticm as calculat~(1 in the~ pl'•evions :paper (Ghoaal & · 

Sen, 19'76) shov1a th(;"~t it 'Hill t)e extremely small since in moat 



cases the thickness of tlla pla.sma. colum..'fl is very small 

compared to the wavelength of tl't....e inciclent sonic \>rave. 
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FIg . 8 .1 . S c h e m a t i c e x p e r'1 m e n t a I a r ran g e m e n t p a rt a i n i n g to t h eo ret i c a I 
mode I for the pro p a gat i o n of son i c w a v e s t h ro ugh part i a II y 

ionised gas. 
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Fig. 8.2. Diagram showing pressure perturbation in incident, reflected 
and transmitted so nrc wave. 
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ATTENUATION OF ACOUSTIC WAVES THROUGH REFLECTIONS AT 
THE PLASMA NEUTRAL GAS INTERFACES : WEAKLY IONIZED CASE 

by S. K. GHOSAL and S. N. SEN, Department of Physics, North Bengal University, 
Darjceling, West Bengal 

(Received l6 June 1976) 

The problem of transmission of sonic waves through a weakly ionised plasma 
bounded in each side by a neutral gas medium has been treated by assuming 
the plasma to be a mixture of two- intermingled fluids viz., neutral particle 
fluid and ion fluid in equilibrium. From a hydrodynamic analysis the wave 
equation for 'p', the macroscopic pressure perturbation has been obtained 
and it is shown that two independent wave motions, one due to the neutral 
particles and the other due to ions are propagated through the plasma with 
two different phase velocities. Assuming the usual boundary conditions at 
the interface, the amplitude of the tninsmitted wave has been,calculated in 
case of weakly ionized plasma; the theory can be utilized for the determination 
of electron temperature from the measured value of attenuatio~ if the percent
age of ionization and collision cross section can be obtained independently. 

INTRODUCTION 

lt is well-known that when a progressive plane acoustic wave travels in a medium, 
reflection occurs if there is any discontinuity in the characteristic impedance of the 
medium which is defined as the product of the acoustic wave phase velocity V1, and 
density p of the medium. Several authors (Bhatnagar 1964; Gaur & Saxena 1970; 
and Saxena & Gaur I 969) have suggested that this idea may be utilised as a 
plasma diagnostic tech-nique. The experimental technique and the results have 
been reported by Saxena and Gaur (1969), and Gaur & Saxena 1970). In their 
experiment, transmission of a plane acoustic wave from air into lossless 
plasma and into air again has been studied. Due to reflections at the 
boundaries the transmitted waves were found to be attenuated. The dependence 
of attenuation on the phase velocity of acoustic wave in a fully ionised plasma 

can be obtained theoretically and as Vp, the phase velocity is Jyk(T.+ T;) (Surdin 
m 

1962 a, b; and Bhatnagar eta/. 1971), the electron temperature can be calculated by 
assuming T = T,, where T is the gas temperature from the measured values of 
attenuation. 

Bhatnagar (1964) has also proposed a method by which ion and electron tempe
rature can be obtained by studying reflections at plasma air interfaces at frequencies 
below and above the electron plasma frequency. 

In_ all the above theoretical descriptions the case of fully ionized plasma has been 
considered. But if the ionization is weak as in the case in ordinary laboratory 
plasma the theory should be modified by two major factors : (a) due to the presence 

Vol. 43, A, No 2 
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of large neutral backg~ound the .expression of the ·phase velocity of ion wave obtained 
earlier will be modified; and (b) since the elasticity of the ion species greatly differs 
from that of the neutral particle species, the wave in a weakly ionised plasma cannot 
be described by waves having a single propagation constant. The purpose of the 
present paper is to obtain theoretically a relation between the incidence and trans
mitted pressure wave amplitudes considering the above two factors into account. 

THEORY 

Acoustic Wm•e Equation in ·a H'eakly Ionized Gas- In the previous paper 
(Ghosal & Sen 1976) the wave equation has been obtained in terms of the total macro
scopic pressure perturbation of the charge particle species. In obtaining the 
equation it has been assumed that the neutral particles remain at rest and give rise 
only to an effective frictional force to the ion fluid. It can easily be seen that the 
waves are effectively carried by ions only. The phase velocity VP of these waves 
(called the ion-acoustic waves) has been obtained as 

... (A) 

where vpa has been defined as the plasma-neutral collision frequency. When an 
acoustic wave impinges on a weakly ionised plasma it is expected that a portion of 
the perturbation will be taken up by the ions only giving rise to the so called ion 
acoustic waves and the rest will be taken up by the neutral particles only, which would 
give rise to an ordinary acoustic mode. 

In those experiments (in connection with plasma diagnostics) where both the 
excitation and the reception of the acoustic wave are done by the transducers, the 
importance of the knowledge of the total pressure perturbation in the plasma be
comes evident since there is no way to sort out the ion-acoustic mode from the total 
wave with the help of transducers. 

In obtaining the wave equation in terms of the total pressure perturbation in a 
weakly ionised plasma the following major assumptions will be made : 

(l) The plasma is composed of non-interacting ion and neutral particle fluid 
only. 

(2) The presence of the electrostatic restoring forces on ion fluid and the e!Tect 
of the interaction of ions and electrons with neutral particles will effectively aug
ment the temperature of the ion fluids to a value given by 

T;' = 2 (Ti+ T.) 

1 + Jl+v2 /w 2 
pa 

which is apparent from Eq. (A). 

Let p;, u; and n; represent the small deviation of fluid pressure, fluid velocity ~nd 
particle density respectively from their respective quiescent values for ion fluids and 
the corresponding quantities with suffix 'a' represent the same for neutral particle 
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fluid ; the linearised hydrodynamic equation in terms of the perturbed variable for 
a driftless plasma in absence of electric and magnetic field can be written as, 

'Equation of motion' i.e., 

OU; 
- = -\}p; at 

Olla 
lna11a 0 Bf = -'JPa 

'Equation of continuity' I.e., 

. . . (i) 

. . . (ii) 

on; 
11;0 \}. u; = - -- (iii) at 

~ ona 
11ao \}. Ua = - af ; and ... (iv) 

'Equation of state' i. e., 

p; = y; n; k T;'; and Pa = yna k Ta, 
where 11;0 , na0 , m; and ma are the quiescent values of ion density, neutral particles 
density, ion mass and neutral mass respectively. The following macroscopic vari
ables will be defined as :-

(1) Total fluid momentum : p0 u 

where p0 = 111a 11a0 + 111; 11;0 

(2) Total fluid pressure : p = p; + Pa 

(3) Ion flux : j; = llio u, 

(4) Neutral particle flux : }a = -11a0 Ua 

(5) Total fluid flux : j = }i + }a 

(v) 

(vi) 

... (vii) 

In terms of the new variables u and j and using all the above equations one 
can arrive at the following equations 

f)u 
Po-= -\Jp at 
0. l 
!}___ = - - (\Jpa- 'V Pi) ol m 

Po 'V .u = __ 1_ op; + _I_ cPa 

v~ at V 2 at 
• a 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 
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P =Pi-!- Pa, (5) 

where, V 2 = y k T;' /m = V 2 and V2 = y k T./m 
' P a 

and it is assumed that m1 :::::::; ina ::::::: m 

In terms of the above five equations [(1) to (5)] u, j , p; and Pa may be 
eliminated and the wave equation in terms of the total pressure 'p' can be obtained 
as : 

(6) 

Assuming p = e•(wHc:d be a solution of the wave equation (Eq. 6) one 
gets the required dispersion relation between the propagation constant X and the 
excitation frequency w as : 

or 

which shows that X2 has two roots given by, 

and 

Thus the solution of Eq. (6), representing a wave propagating in the positive direction 
for a particular excitation frequency, is given by 

(7) 

The phase velocities corresponding to X1 and Xa are given by- . ,, 
,, 

yz, = w2/X~ = V~ .. -yKT' and V2 = wz = yz = yKT. 
"' • ' m, va Xa2 a 111 . 

\ 

The solution consists of two modes of waves; one is carried by ion fluid and the other 
is carried by the neutral particle fluid. The solutipn of p can be viewed as if it 

· represents the sum of partial pressure of ion fluid wave and neutral particle wave 
if they were considered seperately. 

REFLECTION A~' THE INTERFACES \ . 

Making use of the above idea we s~all now consider the/transmission of a plane 
acoustic wave from one medium through a second into a third medium, where the 
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initial and final medium are the same (neutral gas medium) and. the middle medium 
is a weakly ionized plasma medium through which two modes o_f acoustic waves can 
propagate as shown in the preceding section. . · · 

~ (h (h I c( I 

c I I c 
C) I :E 

C) 

..J ..J. 

0 ~ 
<( 

(h cc OUTPUT 
a:. < a: 
1- 1-

I ::> _, ::> 2 
.... w 
z Q. z 

r I 

T 
I. SONIC TRANSDUCER FOR EXCITATION 
2. SONIC RECEPTION 
3. PLATE ELECTRODES FOR PLASMA PRODUCTION. 

FIG. 1. Schematic experimental arrangement partaining to theoretical model for the propa
gation of sonic waves through partially ionised gas. 

Ml Nl 
MEDIUM (I) r MEDIUM (2) MEDIUM (3) 

(NEUTRAL GAS)~ (WEAKLY IONIZED -(NEUTRAL GAS) 
~ P L A S M A) 

;> I ~ 
--:;:., 

( PI) I ( p~) 2a,b (pt)3 

<'i < E 
( Pr)l (PrJ 2a.b 

~ 
M N 

X: o x:J.. 

FIG 2. Diagram showing pressure perturbatio.n in incident, reflected and transmitted sonic wave. 

An experimental arrangement ~hich would simulate the above situ~tion is shown 
in Fig. I. Let MM' and NN' represent two sharp boundaries (Fig. 2) which 
separate medium (2) from medium CD .and (3) and let medium (2) consist of two 
fluids namely fluid 'a'· and fluid 'b' .. We define the following q·uantities 

and 

and 

(p;h = Al ei(wt-\"'> 

(Pr)2 = if; e'( ... t+xto:l 

(pt)2~ ~ A2a eH .. t-x;,=> 

(Pr)2a = lJ;.a ei(w~+xa"'> 

representing incident and reflected 

wave in medium ( 1 ). 

:representing transmitted and 

· reflected wa':'e in ·fluid 'a' qf 
medium (2). 
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and 
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(Pthb = A2b ei( .. t-xba:l 

(p,)2b = B2b ei(o.t+Xba:) 

representing transmitted and 

reflected wave in fluid 'b' 
of medium (2). 

representing the transmitted wave 
in medium (3)., 

where 

p1 density of medium (l) and (3) 

Pa density of fluid 'a' 

Pb density of fluid 'b' 

C1 phase velocity of accoustic wave in media (1) and (3) 

Ca phase velocity of acoustic wave in fluid 'a' 

Cb phase velocity of acoustic wave in fluid 'b' 

I = distance between the two boundary planes. 

The pressure amplitude B1 , A2 a, B2a, A2b, B2b and A3 are in general complex, 
which take into account any change of phase due to reflection and transmission, to 

obtain a relation between A and A3 we shall use the following boundary conditions 
(Kinsler & Frey 1959) : 

1) acoustic pressures on two sides of any boundary are equal; and 

2) the particle velocities normal to the interface are equal. 

Assuming that the first boundary plane is situated at X = 0, the boundary 
condition of continuity of pressure at X = 0 

Al + B1 = Aza + Azb + B2a + B2b 

continuity conditions of particle velocity give 

Similarly at x = I, the conditions of continuity of pressure give 

A- -iXal +B- iXal + A- -rx.bl+ -B iX.bl _ A-
2o e 2• e zb e 2b e - a· 

Continuity of particle velocity gives, 
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The above six relations can be written in a matrix form as 

( I.,, 

I 
I I 

io 
IO 
I 
IO 
I 
LO 

where 

and 

and 

-I 

0 

0 

0 

0 

ix;,/ 
e 

-I -1 -I 

-Zab -1 

a li a 

a -z.;;J -a 

P1 C1/Pa Ca 

pa Ca/pb Cb 

a and a a 

b and b b 1. 

-1] 
I 

From equation (8) B1, A2a, A2b, B2 a and B2b can be eliminated using Cramer's 
rule and the relation between A1 and A3 is obtained as : 

(a+a) (b+b) (aZab+b) 

(a- a)Z1a 0 -ZlaZab+a 

A a 
(a-a) -Z.lb-b) Zab(b-a) 

-2 -1 {-Zab(l-Zla)+1} Al 

( 1 +Z1a)(a+a) (li-t b) aZab(1+Z1a)+b 

(a-a) z."(b-b) Zab(b-a) 

= S A1 (say.) ... (9) 

The relation (Eq. 9) contains the information about the phase and absolute ampli
tude of the transmitted wave in terms of A1. 

The absolute amplitude is given by, 

I Aa I 2 = S S* I A1 I 2, 

where S* is complex conjugate to S. 

DISCUSSION 

(a) Measurement of Electron Temperature- If we consider that the fluid 'a' 
represents the background neutral particle fluid and the fluid 'b' represents the 
charge particle fluids or simply ion fluids, we may write Pb = P• = ap1 where 
rt. X 100 is the percentage of ionization and 
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Pa =(l-ex.) P1 ·v,, = f ykmT cl = cl = '\/ 

(l--ex.) 

Thus it is seen that the coefficient S of Eq. (9) contains the parameters, 

"• r; , T and the excitation frequency. Thus measuring the attenuation A 1 -- I Aa I 
Al 

and a and the gas temperatures T, r; can be·ca"tculated. If the gas is too rarified so 

that v2 ~ w 2 and r; is simply given by T.. Thus for a rarefied gas the pro-_ 
:Pa 

cess of measurement of the electron temperature seems to be straightforward, but in 
general we have to take an .account of the effect of Vpa Vpa is given by (Ghosal & Sen 

1976) 'lpa = vea + v;a, where 'lea and via are the effective electron neutral and 
ion-neutral collision frequencies. In terms of mean free paths, v,a is given by 

- J- 3kT. ( I ) I J 3kT ( 1 ) 'J11a- --1 ----· 
· m. Aea m Aia 

If the collision cross sections are assumed independent of particle energies and are 
known before himd, the mean free paths Aea and Ata can be calculated in terms of 

gas pressure and collision cross sections. Thus, from the knowledge of r; , T. 

can be determined. In any case however, it is necessary to know the percentage 
of ionization (a X I 00 %). 

(b) Oscillatory Nature of the Attenuation-Since the coefficient contains the terms 

· iX.al d b iX.;/, h . . 1 f II . . d like a = e an = e t e attenuatiOns as m t 1e u y ·- IOmse case are 
expected to be an oscillatory function of w and !, the length of the plasma slab. This 
has been experimentally verified by Gaur and Saxena (1970) and explained consi
dering the plasma to be fully ionised. In the latter case the oscillatory nature can 
be explained in terms of the interference of the incident and reflected waves, but in 
the weakly ionised case another interferance effect resulting from the propagation 
of two modes of waves within plasma (as explained earlier) also takes place. 

(c) Effect of Attenuation within the Plasma Medium- In the present analysis 
the attenuation of acoustic waves within the plasma itself has been neglected because, 
the coefficient of attenuation as calculated in the previous paper (Ghosal & Sen 
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1976) shows that it will be extremely small since in most cases the thickness of the 
plasma column is very small compared to the wavelength of the incident sonic wave. 
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